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Former President Ford to Address Campus Audience
By Adam Blankenship

p.m., the former President will depart late in
the afternon.

Former United States President Gerald
Ford is scheduled to speak on campus next
Wednesday, Feb. 10 at 11:10 a.m. in Ernst
President Ford will arrive at Kenyon late
and will breakfast with invited
audents the next morning. Following breakfast, a press conference will be given from
9:45 to 10:00 a.m. in the lobby of the Kenyon
Inn. During his short visit, his first to Kenyon, President Ford will attend a political
science and history course at which he will
make brief statements and answer questions
posed by students. After a luncheon at 1:30
Tuesday night

'5
Ford and Nixon at Republican Convention

Finefrock Recommends Expansion
By Reid S. Carlberg
Most people might not think that a
bookstore which carries such standard items
as textbooks
and school sweatshirts along
ith diversities ranging from coffee to catnip
needs to expand. However, John Finefrock,
manager of the Kenyon College Bookstore
for the past five years, has a different attitude.
a

"A lot of schools have a student union with
bookstore in it," Finefrock explains, "this
ill be more like a bookstore with a student

union

inside."

The proposed 4500 square foot addition
(about the size of the main room) is expected

have bookcases on all the walls from floor
ceiling, effectively doubling the space for
trade books and an open center with tables
and chairs for about 200 people, Finefrock
says. Not only will it be air conditioned, but
the ventilation will be suitable to accomodate
to

gestion.
The second main concern is the cost, a subject which Finefrock is very aware of. "The
expansion will not cost anything, so the College only has to take the risk, something
which they have been very good about in the
past. Sometimes even letting me fail,"
Finefrock comments.
Finefrock says the Bookstore will borrow
the money required for construction from a
bank with the College acting only as a cosigner. The loan will be repaid using the increased profits from the increased sales that
the expansion is expected to generate. The
scholarship fund that the normal profits go
into is not expected to be affected.

to

smoking

and

non-smoki-

ng

areas.

"The bookstore," Finefrock explains, "has
become a student union for people who like
to read, which is a compliment to the college.
In the bokstore,
people do very literary
things."

Finefrock cautions that the plans, still have
approved by not only the College and
the Board of Trustees, but also by the Village
to be

Council

and the State of Ohio.

One of the main concerns is how it will affect the parking situation for the village of
Gambier. The expansion is planned to be a
structure built on stilts and extending out
over the parking lot behind Farr Hall. While
these stilts will effectively remove four parking spaces, the Bookstore and its employees
are expecting to continue their current efforts
to reduce congestion in the village such as
Parking in places other than the parking lot
and receiving their shipments through the
textbook department rather than at street
level where trucks often add to traffic con

The
public address, which is
free and open to the public, will consider the
relationship between Congress and the President with regard to economic, domestic and
foreign affairs and how that delicate relationship has changed. The former President's address is made possible by a grant from the Exxon Education Foundation.
50-min-

Center.

"We are not going to increase prices, and
our conribution to the
scholarship fund," Finefrock says. "There
will be no cost to the College, and the addition will pay for itself through increased sales
we will not decrease

and good management."
While the cost to the college is very attractive, Finefrock expects that there is more to it
than money. "I think that the College had
underestimated the need for students to get
together to study or just to be social. That is
what the Bookstore has become. We don't
need the space for sales, but more as a
response to the need of students to be able to
meet comfortably."

ute

Kenyon College will be visited this week by
members of the Secret Service, who, in President Jordan's'words, will "case the joint."
The protection service is expected to make a
routine examination of the College's facilities
and prepare for his arrival.
Ford entered the Oval Office upon the
resignation of Richard Nixon on August 9,
1974. During his administration, which lasted

Finefrock expects the addition to open by
1, 1989.

Jan.

President

Ford reached the White House

after serving as a Republican Congressman
from Michigan for 25 years and Minority
Leader from 1965 to 1972. He was confirmed
on Dec. 6, 1973, after the
resignation of Spiro Agnew.
Vice-Preside-

nt

President Ford graduated from the University of Michigan in 1935 and received an
LL.B. from Yale six years later. In 1942, he
entered the Navy and served on an aircraft
carrier until 1946. President Ford is the
author of his autobiography, A Time to
Heal, and Portrait of the Assassin which he
after his membership on the
Presidential Commission investigating the
assassination of John F. Kennedy.
co-wr-

te

Game Room Revises Food Policy
duty

By Todd Van Fossen

For those of you who have longed to
munch a candy bar and sip a soda while watching t.v. in the Gund Game Room, your
dream may come true sooner than you think.
Starting Monday, Feb. 8, students will be
permitted to bring food and drink into the
facility during afternoon and evening hours
when meals are not being served in the normal north end dining facilities. Dinner trays
and meals, however, will not be permitted.
"We're going to try it, at least for this
semester," says Vicky Bausinger, director of
student activities. "If it works out, it will
stay."
Bausinger warns that abuses of the food
and drink privilege in the Gund Game Room
area will not be permitted. Supervisors on

in the area will continue in their current
role and will not be expected to clean up after
students consuming refreshments in the game
room. "Students will be required to pick up
after themselves," adds Bausinger.
In addition, alcoholic beverages will not be
allowed in the area during afternoon and
evening hours, and refreshments will not be
allowed near pool tables and video games
because of the risk of damage this would
pose to the equipment.
Vending machines may also be installed in
the Gund Game Room, possibly beginning as
soon as Feb. 15. These could include
machines with soda, juices and snacks. "As
soon as we find what I'm looking for," says
Bausinger, "I'll put them in." A change
machine, however, will not be installed.
see GUND page eight

College Revues Housing Situation
By Adam Blankenship
The Kenyon Board of Trustees decision to
restrict the size of forthcoming freshman
classes will apparently not only affect future
Kenyon applicants, but upperclassmen considering living
during their senior
year.
Robert Towner-Larseassistant dean for
student housing, estimated that within three
or four years, the option of living
will no longer be available.
"Kenyon is a small, residential campus that
is advertised as such," says Dean Towner-Larse"Historically it has been that way and
will remain that way as long as there is sufficient housing."
off-camp-

"The College," Finefrock continues, "is
really optimistic about what it can do for the
students. That is why they are so liberal
about the proposed changes." In the end, he
says, the students have to say whether or not
the expansion will be successful, as most of
the changes instigated since 1982 have been
the result of student suggestions.

until Jan. 20, 1977, the former President is
best known for the pardoning of Nixon and
recalling the last American troops from Vietnam after the fall of Saigon.

us

n,

off-camp-

us

n.

At the annual Board of Trustees meeting
last October, the Trustees and administration
agreed to make a conscious effort to reduce
the size of the next freshman class to 410.
The admissions department has. indicated
that this year it will decrease the "take
rate"-th- e
percentage of students accepted to
approximately 50 percent. The ultimate goal
is to reduce the student body to anywhere
from
small enough to accommodate all students with the present housing
facilities.
The housing shortage was partially solved
two years ago when the college allowed
students to live with faculty members, homes
in Gambier and apartments in Mount Ver-se- e
HOUSING page eight
1450-147-
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SORORITY ROLL.

Reagan Rhetoric v. Democracy
By the time this column is printed, the U.S. House

of Representatives

THOSE IN FAVOR OF SORORITI

will have already

voted "yea" or "nay" on President Reagan's proposal to send $36.25 million in aid to the
contras, who are fighting to overthrow the government of Nicaragua. It is our opinion
that if yesterday's vote discontinued aid to our Central American proxy army, then the
U.S. Congress has proven itself far wiser than the U.S. President. If any other outcome
was reached, then the Reagan administration has again succeeded in subverting peace,
prosperity, and the ideals of democracy in our own neighborhood.

THOSE OPPOSED
NO

Eg'

SORORITIES

TO

OPINION

Let us be clear about the Reagan mission in Central America -- he has unequivocally
stated that he seeks the "overthrow" of the democratically elected Sandinista government.
To that end, the White House has cut all aid to and trade with Nicaragua, has mined their
harbours in defiance of the World Court and international law, has refused to
peace plan drafted by Costa Rican President Arias, and has,
in the Nobel
for the past seven years (including a period during which Congress had mandated a halt to
such activity) funded a military insurrection against the Nicaraguan people.
been justified? The
How has our blatant hostility to the idea! of
co-oper- ate

Prize-winnin- g

99

"self-determinatio- n"

story

is

an interesting one.

Somosa dictatorship in
When a popular revolution overthrew the American-installeCarter offered 575 million in aid to the new Government. Congress approved this package, but halted the funds soon after Reagan's inauguration when the Sandinistas came to the aid of leftist rebels in El Salvador where another American-backe- d
strongman was attempting to consolidate power. Since then, Reagan has continued to
isolate the Sandinistas, maintaining that they represent a Soviet foothold on the American
landniass, and thus a threat to democracies in the Western Hemisphere.
d

1979, President

But notice the double standards being used here. The Sandinistas, clearly brought to
power w ith more popular support than Salvador's Duarte regime, received none of the
American support that Duarte enjoys. Even our original rationale, that they were trying to
overthrow a neighboring regime, is nowhere near as true for Nicaragua as it is for the
United States. And all the while, we press for democratic change through a policy of violent coercion, instead of something as supposedly preferable as "constructive
engagement".
Nicaragua has extended a conciliatory hand, and we have repeatedly slapped it. While a
army attempts to undermine their entire governdollar American-sponsorement structure, the Sandinistas, in keeping wkh the Arias peace plan, still attempt democratic reform. They have lifted the ban on La Prensa, the opposition newspaper; they
have agreed to meet with Contra leaders and their American financecrs; they have allowed
exiled opposition leaders (particularly clergy) to return; and they have shown every indicawith other Central American leaders in seeing the peace
tion of being willing to
plan through to fruition.

multi-millio-

d

n

co-opera- te

The White House, on the other hand, has summarily refused lo act as mediator between
inthe Sandinistas and the contras, has refused to stop funding the
surgency, and has refused to aid Nicaragua's hungry peasants. Our money is apparently
too busy propping up "democratic" governments, such as the one in South Africa.
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students with a GPA
congenial nature,
a
higher,
or
of 3.0
and high personal standards were polled
as we feel they are the only ones who
really count. The final one percent is
in fact made up of the future mascot,
Biffy, who only raised his paw halfway.

Note: Only Female

THE READERS WRITE

Pres. Notes Council Issues
To the Editor:

anti-governme- nt

If there is a threat of Soviet presence (or, more precisely, a threat to the growth of
democracy) in Central America, it is created by American attacks on populist movements
there. We have left Nicaragua no where to turn but to the Soviet Union for economic or
military aid, and we have consistently exacerbated the need for such aid through our policies of open hostility. Presidential doublespeak aside, the truth of the matter is this: the
greatest threat to peace, prosperity and democracy in Central America conies not from
communist powers, but from the United Stales itself.

12

I wanted to take this opportunity to thank
several people and mention some important
issues which will be discussed over the next
several weeks. First of all I hope that
everyone who attended the Mr. Ms. Kenyon
Contest enjoyed the event. It was a chance
for the entire community to come together
for a good cause (The United Way) and to
have some fun. Margaret Tuttle along with
some dedicated Student Council members
deserve a big thank you for the Contest's
organization and success.
Secondly, I hope all have seen the new and
improved Ride Board in the Post Office. Student Council, with the permission of the
Postmaster, moved this important board to
the Post Office in hope of improved visibility. The appearance of many ride slips all over
the board since its transfer is heartening.

John Richardson and Michael UzyaK
be thanked for the new board's look
shelf, etc.) and installation.

are
(fra.-.-

.

:.

Finally, I believe it is important thai
describe the essence of recent proposals nu::
to Student Council and the Housing
Because of a recent Cote-- "
editorial and the difficulty in past years:;
collect enough interested folks for Stufc
Council, we are reviewing a preliminary
posal for a decrease in Student Council's sis
If anyone is interested in reading this proposal and supplying input give me a &
i

Co;-mitte-

e.

(5612) or attend this Sunday's meeting (6:.
The Council isa
reviewing plans for renovations of GundD."
ing Hall. Some of these changes are major
and students should be involved. The
of ARA and Dean Edwards presented:-plaorj'-- c
last week. If you are concerned
p.m.-Phiiomathe-

sian).

Dire'-to-

r

ns

See

COUNCIL ISSUES

W

Housing Proposal Would Be Unfair
To the Editor:
I am writing in response to a housing proposal that was briefly brought up in last
week's student council meeting and hopefully
will be further explained elsewhere in this
issue of the Collegian. I spoke with Dan Rud-ma- n
on Sunday evening about the proposal
and afterwards several points came up that
troubled me and several other members of
the fraternity. Rudman told me that he was
proposing that each living group be limited to
28 spaces in each division so as to accommodate more "independents" in the historic
dorms. While this does not directly affect us,
I am aware that this proposal could
be a
problem with other living groups.
I myself know first hand the problems of
living outside of a division while being a
member of a living group; during my sopho

and several other Deltasophomores lived in Manning. This diviso
of the living group created no end of
the fraternity, and had it persisted o'
the large scale that it was it might ru',:
broken the fraternity up. This seemstobe:
main problem with this proposal. It lVi;
break up living groups. Now my undersiar-inof a social organization that lives as
or Peeps, istk
unit, whether it be
they live together, not that they r1"
together, not that they rush together, but t. they live as a unit to learn and benefit
each other. Now this may seem hokey,
I firmly believe is the main reason
such organizations. This proposal is rely then just another nail in the living gniu!"
coffin.
See HOUSING f.f',li:
more
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Activist Sees Student Power
Juan Williams, national correspondent for
Washington Post and author of Eyes On
ihe Prize, an account of the Civil Rights
Movement, spoke to an attentive audience in
the Biology Auditorium last Wednesday
night. The presentation began with an
video preview of the PBS documentary based on Eyes On The Prize. Williams
said that he wrote the book both to glorify
the efforts of common people who made a
difference in the promotion of civil rights in
the 50's and 60's, and to inspire people to
renew the quest for social justice and racial
equality in the 80's and 90's.
Williams began by giving a brief outline of
the original Civil Rights Movement, highlighting the works of "the little people" who
made a difference. He extolled the virtues of
Martin Luther King, Jr., calling him a great
leader and orator, but also said that over the
vears we have elevated him to a kind of
demigod. Williams pointed out that King was
very much human, reluctant to take part in
the movement at first, only getting involved
when black church leaders urged him to head
the boycott of the Montgomery buses after
Rosa Parks' notorious refusal to move from
the whites-onl- y
section of the bus. There was
Diane Nash, of Nashville, who
helped end segregation at lunch counters by
confronting the mayor in public, asking him
if he really thought blacks shouldn't be able
to eat lunch in a department store. When the
mayor said "no", blacks were allowed to eat
at the lunch counters.
of
Williams' message was reminiscent
Mitch Snyder's in that he asked us to be intolerant of any signs of social injustice

the

eight-minu-

18-year--

Voices; from tbe

around us. Unlike Snyder, though, who felt
that higher education wouldn't help us feed
the hungry and house the homeless, Williams
encouraged us to use our Kenyon degrees to
move on and promote civil rights on the corporate and management levels. We have the
potential to change society even more than
Rosa Parks and Diane Nash. We must work
for change with a sense of morality, nonviolence, and love, as they did, and use our
money and power, as well.

By Amy Bingham

te

By Anil Mammen

Williams believes that the Civil Rights Movement needs to be rejuvenated bcause there is
an expanding "comfort zone" between blacks
and whites, which allows people to feel comfortable with their racial prejudices. The
detrimental effects of this "comfort zone" are
evident in the recent events in Howard Beach
and Forsyth County, Williams said, and such
racial violence will continue to occur until we
abolish the "comfort zone" altogether.
Williams said that President Reagan's attempts to phase out Affirmative Action, calling instead for a "colorblind society" is
dangerous, because Americans are still
uneasy about racial differences. Instead of
pretending that differences between Blacks,
Whites, Hispanics, and Asians do not exist,
we need to acknowledge those differences
and be constantly aware of them.
Williams cited what he calls the "Sleeping
are
Pill Syndrome" of the 1980s-peo- ple
forgetting about the good that came from the
Civil Rights Movement and are unaware that
such action needs to continue. Such a pill, according to Williams, is the Cosby Show, for
the message this show exudes is that blacks
can do just as well as whites, and that race is
not an issue. The fact that black poverty is on
the rise is glossed over by the show.

old

Abraham Defends Executive Right
Henry Abraham, regarded as one of the
nation's leading experts on judicial process,
once again graced Kenyon with his presence
laq Thursday. A 1948 Kenyon graduate and
trustee, Mr. Abraham, to the delight of his
audiences, brought back to life his time here
as a student, recalling such luminaries as Paul
Newman, Jonathan Winters, and the late Olof
Palme. Currently, Mr. Abraham is the James
Hart Professor of Government at the University of Virginia and the author of numerous
works, such as Justices and Presidents and
The Judicial Process, both available at the
Kenyon

newly-uncovere- d

recently-appointe-

Bookstore.

Given the recent attention the Supreme
nomination process has been receiving
in the national media, Mr. Abraham's lecture
proved to be timely as well as educational.
His Common Hour lecture, entitled "The
Role of the Senate in Judging Presidential
Nominees to the Supreme Court," and his
g
evening lecture on Presidential
is, and
it
both sought to make it clear that
constitutionally should remain, the President's right to make the final selection.
Court

Abraham explained that the President is the
winner, "for better or for worse," of the election; he subsequently has the prerogative to
appoint people whom he views as qualified.
Abraham stated that this right "comes with
the territory" of elected officials.
He disapproved of the way the Senate has
been handling the recent attempts to nominate Bork and Ginsburg. He elaborated nine
criteria on which Senators should "judge" a
nominee; beyond that, Abraham believes, it

up to the President. Abraham complained
that the legislature has "an absolute right to
is

make an ass of itself," but the executive does
not. He maintained, however, that the Senate

d

Rehn-quis-

court-packin-

legislatures.
--

Politicization,

Abraham

reflected, is a bad thing to do to the branch
thai is comprised wholly of appointees who
may be perceived as being liberal on some
See

ABRAHAM

we

eight

f.

60-da-

F-1-

"President's

Report-M-

r.

Rud-man-

air-to-a-

sisters are at stake.
We have declared war five times in our history'; however, our troops have been involved
in hostilities abroad almost 200 times. Before the passage of the War Powers Act, Congress was only able to stop President Nixon's bombing in Cambodia by voting to cut off
funding for the missions. Congress must be able to have control over the use of the armed
forces beyond the appropriation of funds. The Constitution leaves little doubt as it assigns
Congress the duty "to make rules for the government and regulation of the land and naval
forces." The Founders, fearful of monarchy, intended Congress to play a greater part in
determining military policy. Prudence requires it and our Constitution demands it.

IFC Will Provide Escort Service
By Tom Weyhing
In response to the recent campus rape, the
IFC is assembling a volunteer escort service
to provide students travelling after dark with
two student companions for protection and
company. The new service will operate 7
nights a week between the hours of 6 p.m.
and 4 a.m. The program will run until spring
Security is
break when it will be
currently providing rides to anyone who asks.
ed.

n

welcomed Council members
break. It was decided by
from
back
Mr. Rudmann that Council will accomplish more this semester. With that
Council got down to business."
-- Minutes of Jan. 24
Student Council Meeting

F-- 4

ir

people.
The War Powers Act also serves to protect the President himself, especially if the situation in the Gulf should escalate, demanding a greater and more direct involvement of U.S.
troops. Then, America would be in the difficult position wherein backing out would constitute a show of weakness while remaining in the Gulf may lead to more American casualties. If Congress played its part according to the War Powers Act, responsibility for U.S.
policy in the increasingly volatile region would be shared by both the President and Congress.
Accountability is a heavy burden to bear by one man when the lives of our brothers and

re-evaluat-

Quote of the Week

4

),

still has the constitutional right both to look
extensively into the background and to ask
questions of a nominee, even on matters of
personal ideology. He voiced his disapproval
abuses this privilege
of the
continues to be subject to. Abraham regarded the failed Bork nomination as largely an
attack on the administration by the Senate.
Bv and large, Abraham asserted that the
Senate has an obligation to go along with the
President on his selection. The questions posed by the Senate, he states, should not be of
an "inquisitional nature." Abraham stated
that queries such as "Do you like men?" and
"Was your wife pregnant before you got married?", actual questions asked of the
Kennedy, are improper. Abraham
that such questioning, and
asserted
further
the resulting labeling of a nominee, does little
good in determining how she would pert,
form on the bench. Abraham used
example.
an
labeled a conservative, as
While some of his actions may have appeared
tinge to them, Rehnquist
to have a right-win- g
has always attempted to defer sensitive
issues, such as the death penalty, to state

By Andrew McCabe

The controversial War Powers Act was enacted by Congress in 1973 in response to our
prolonged military involvement in southeast Asia. Its stated purpose was to "insure the
collective judgement of both the Congress and the President will apply to the introduction
of United States Armed Forces into hostilities or into situations where imminent involvement in hostilities is clearly indicated by the circumstances, and to the continued use of
such forces in hostilities or in such situations."
The Act requires the President to submit a written report to the Speaker of the House
and President pro tempore of the Senate within 48 hours of the deployment of forces into
potentially hostile situations. Further, the Act requires the President to terminate such use
of armed forces within 60 days unless Congress "has declared war or has enacted a specific
authorization for such use of United States Armed Forces." The purpose of the Act was
It
clearly not to strip the President of all his discretionary powers as Commander-in-Chiewas not designed to restrict the President's power of taking immediate military actions
President Reagan did in bombing Libya or invading Grenada. In both these cases,
limitaAmerican troops were never endangered for any length of time close to the y
tion. However, the War Powers Act has become a center of controversy with regard to the
current U.S. mission in the Persian Gulf.
A brief examination of recent incidents in the Gulf reveals that American forces there
are indeed involved in a mission "where imminent involvement in hostilities is clearly indicated," The following are just a few incidents wherein American troops suffered
casualties or were severely endangered by there presense in the region.
May 17, 1987: The U.S.S. Stark was struck by two Exocet missiles fired by an Iraqi Mirage
Fl. 37 U.S. crewmen were killed and 21 wounded.
which was
missiles at an Iranian
aircraft fired
August 10, 1987: A U.S.
thought to be threatening a U.S. surveillance aircraft.
September 21, 1987: U.S. helicopters fired at an Iranian ship reporedly dropping mines in
the Persian Gulf.
October 8, 1987: Iranian speed boats fired at U.S. patrol helicopters. U.S. forces sank at
least one boat.
It is readily apparent that the present situation in the Gulf demands invoking the War
Powers Act. Such compliance with the law would not necessarily lead to any change in
U.S. policy. On the contrary, a careful review of the situation by Congress may prove to
strengthen our current policy if the administration can persuade Congress to join in its
"If we are going to put
support. In the words of Senator Lowell P. Weicker Jr. (CT-Rlives at risk in a situation of hostilities and conflict, we do that far better as a nation than
as one man." Extended military operations are most effective when conducted with the
grace of public support, and it is Congress that is most closely attuned with the voice of the

order to use the new service, a student
need only dial the switchboard (0) on any pbx
phone and request escorts. They will then be
patched through to Escort Central, which
will be administered by the IFC and operate
out of the basement of the church. Upon obtaining the students current whereabouts,
In

Escort Central will then contact students on a
list for escort duty at that time.

Dave Paradise, president of the IFC,
stresses "I can use anyone who volunteers.
The more people we have the better. If
students are willing we can operate for a long
time." Similar programs which have been
started at Denison and other colleges have
been unsuccessful, but Paradise maintains
that "this is a serious system, and one that we
think will work."
Students interested in being escorts can
three-hou- r
sign up with a partner for any of three
They
week.
the
night
of
shifts on any
are encouraged to sign up for as many shifts
as they want. An organizational meeting will
be held on Thursday at 7:00 p.m. in Lower
Dempsy for potential volunteers.

r
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Rath Relinquishes Grown; Jennings Named Mr. Kenyon
By Mario Oliverio, II
The lights dimmed, the emcees appeared,
and Rosse Hall was converted from an
auditorium of seemingly harmless college
students to a seething pit of undergrads
belching out their demands that the contest
for the new Mr. Kenyon of 1988 get underway. It was beautiful and nauseating at the

When the jokes ended and the spectators
could no longer be restrained by the wit of
Chad and Dave the ten would-b- e Mr. Ken-yo(eleven if you count the
contender of Mr. and Ms. Chaser) slimed,
wriggled, traipsed, and everything but walked
their way on board the stage, each struggling for the limelight. All decked out in their
"formal wear" were: Mr. AD Pledge, Chal
ns

two-for-o-

ne

same time.
Browne; Mr. Amorphics Anonymous,
The contest blow-ou- t
extravaganza, held at Franklin Grupt; Mr. Apso, Anthony Jones;
Rosse Hall on Friday, Jan. 29 from 8:00 to Mr. Beta Pledge, Tom Longo; Mr.
9:45 p.m., was hosted by the
Pledge, Shelby Collier; Mr. Delt Pledge, Tim
Chad Taylor and his faithful
Wallace; Mr. and Ms. Chaser, Ed Ball and
Dave Richards. After telling a few bad jokes Lisa Clements;
Mr. Lewis, D. Gordan
(unfortunately un- - ad libbed), our emcees in- Center; Mr. Student Council, BJ Jennings;
troduced the judges and informed their rest- and my personal favorite Mr. Psi-Pledge,
less, bantering audience of the order of Steve Wrinn.
events. The ten contenders for the much
After awhile of comparing styles, fads, and
vaunted office of Mr. Kenyon would com- price-tag- s
the 10 deities of delirium tremens
pete in three categories: the formal wear were shoved (or in Grupt's case,
carried) off
competition, the boxer shorts competition, stage in order to prepare for the classic boxer
and, best of all, the (no) talent contest.
shorts exhibition.
While the contestants were peeling off layers of clothing, an amusing and creative exchange took place between the hosts and
hosted; it was entirely harmless until someone's mother was dragged into the verbal
. . .
donnybrook. But before nerves were frazzled
Feb. 4
beyond recognition the contenders once
again pranced about the stage, all clad in
D-P- hi

ng

ever-charmi-

kick-in-the-si-

de

U

Middle Path

Happenings

Student

Lectureships

will

speak

his experiences

on

under Soviet occupation in the Bio
Aud at 8:00 p.m.
Feb. 5

Soprano Jocelyn McDonald and
baritone William Florescu will present
a recital in Rosse Hall at 8 p.m.
Kenyon's Hollywood
Shoppes at 9 p.m.

Squares

in the

Feb. 6
4th Annual Owl Creek Singers Revue
in the Gund Commons Lounge at 8

p.m.
Feb. 7
Student-Facult-

y

Brunch

in

Peirce

Great Hall at 12 p.m.

Guitarists Tom Wolfe and Stan Smith
will perform in Rosse Hall at 3 p.m.
Black Voices: A Reading of Literature
Black Americans in the Black Student Lounge at 7 p.m.

of

Poetry Circuit of Ohio presents Amy
Clampitt with reading in the Peirce
Lounge at 8:30 p.m.

Student Sees

by-no-

w

In the January 28, 1988 edition of the Collegian, Professor Clor wrote a letter in which
he attempted to defend liberal education.
What he really achieved, however, was to
show how alien to rational and open discourse education at Kenyon in fact is. The
y
debate is a perfect example
of the fragmentation of the academic
disciplines at Kenyon. When reading their
debate it is obvious that they are arguing on
separate intellectual planes, and can not conceptualize each other's argument. How are
they dto achieve any kind of intellectual progress if they cannot even agree on how
to

next shooting bottle-caphe was proceeds
by Jennings who did weird things with
grapes. Singing was the gimick used by ihe
next two acts. Center did a swell interpretation
of George Michael's "Faith"
Longo
to "I Must of Got Lost"
The last of the ten was Wallace who,
by his
Hugh Dal,
on acoustic guitar, sang the Dylanesque tuns.
"Why Don't We Get Drunk and Screw."
s,

lip-synch- ed

accom-panie-

"Love-Pumpki-

d

n"

Things were cooled down,, though, with a;
interview with the former Mr. Kenyon, Da,e
Rath, who confessed that his two big project;
were to "pave Middle Path" and convert Ran
som Hall into a
h
and
store. Rath warned to the next Mr
Kenyon, "You have big shorts to fill!"
Finally things became serious with the four
drive-throug-

come-nienc-

e

finalists announced: Longo, Jennines.
Center and Ball and Clements. Alas, there
can only be one Mr. Kenyon of 1988 ana
hushed rumors filled the Hall as to whotha:
lucky person would be. At last that persor.
was revealed, the new Mr. Kenyon would
Mr. Student Council BJ Jennings "90. Cheer,
and jeers filled the Hall as the crowning tool
place. No one went away a loser though
everyone was treated to an extremely amusing, albeit irreverent, night. Good luck BJ.
and may Rath's shorts be with you.
be

as

The Readers Write: Letters Continued
People for Responsibile Citizenry Address Apathy
To the Editor:
As a member

of

the newly formed public
information forum "People for Responsible
Citizenry," I would like to revive a seemingly
defunct debate, one we are all familiar with,
from a new angle. The issue of apathy has
been discussed in the past but never as
possibly encouraged by the administration.
This letter is not an attack on the administration. It is written with the hope that the community can use the forum envisioned by
"People for Responsible Citizenry" to rationally discuss in what configurations the
phenomenon of apathy exists on campus.
A recent event aroused my interest in this
subject and aroused in me feelings of disdain

towards some of the institutionalized
bureaucratic policies of this school which
smell vaguely of authoritarian rule. A first
semester Collegian interview of a Political
Science professor on the subject of apathy
sighted a
"
banner (referring to
the nomination of Judge Bork for a seat on
the Supreme Court) hung from an Old Kenyon window as a counter-exampl- e
to the
charges of student apathy at Kenyon. The
"Bork-buster-

Closed-mindedne- ss

To the Editor:

Short-McCarth-

good-lookin-

presents

Jumakhan Attid, an Afghan refugee
who

boxer shorts of one form or another. The
sight on stage was virtual collage of bared
limbs, stuffed crotches, and an example of
how far men's liberation has truly come.
Perhaps the best looking of the bunch was
Frank Grupt who turned out to be, to everyone's surprise including Grupt himself,
g
canvas
nothing more than a
sack stuffed with quality straw.
But before anyone could say "Hang Chad
and Dave!" the talent contest finally began.
The acts were as diverse and as colorful as the
contenders themselves. First up was Grupt
who, via the voice of Paul Singer, sang
parodies of two of the most beloved, cherished,
and venerated songs ever written about Kenyon College. Unfortunately, I forget the titles
of both songs. Collier followed next with a
rap number and Jones recited a beautiful
lyrical poem called "Love Letter to Ronald
Reagan," Wordsworth would have been proud.
Wrinn dominated the stage next, not only
by his size but also by his backing choir composed of frat brothers. Wrinn had the crowd
practically to its feet and the senior next to me
in paroxysmal delight as he broke into the
touching ballad, "I'm just a Lumberjack."
Bringing a touch of class to the
decadent competition were Ball and Clements. This posh duo wowed the audience by
reciting "A Minute Passed." Browne was up

reasoning offered to explain the lack of more
widespread concern over "real world" issues
cited the rigors of academic life at Kenyon
which allow little time for this type of "extracurricular" activity. Regarding this banner, I
was awakened at 6:45 a.m. one morning by
the knockings on my neighbor's door. Security requested that my neighbor's remove the
banner and their names were taken down.
Though this banner is not in violation of any
fire, housing, or conduct code in the student
handbook, Security responded, upon questioning by my neighbors, telling of a school
regulation which requires that anything
which falls under the realm of "public viewing" must be registered at the SAC. This and
many similar incidents (e.g. the removal of
other banners, the removal of vending
machines, excessive ticketing, etc. . . .) when
attempted to be resolved by students meet
with exorbitant amounts of red tape andor
possible reprimands from the administration
for actions which normally fall under the
category of free speech and democratic
representation. The wonderfully convenient

helps us to keep our academic community i
beautiful terrarium for outsiders, thereby
allowing prospective students and their
parents to perceive Kenyon as a "Magi;
Mountain.
How does anyone remove apathy, however, if students and campus organization?,
socially concerned or not, remain behind
closed doors, becoming only
mirrors close to open discussion? Kenyon
already fragmented into a multitude of social
cliques, departments, and organizations
which live, socialize, eat, and sleep separate!;
and rarely mix with each other outside of cordial greetings in academic and social gather
ings. A fellow student informed me that during class his professor asked if anyone haj
read the article about the formation of the
"People for Responsible Citizenry" in las
week's Collegian. Only one person out of iht
Hank
thirty person class said they had. Maybe the truest ser
ton, but
novelty of a live debate can draw our coCort play
mmunity temporarily away from the TV set
long enough to exercise that resilient musdf 3ii obses:
odes. His
between our ears; unless of course, it has
catch-a- ll
terminology of the conduct code been indefinitely
numbed with the mu;!i stantly ti
'adies, b
needed absurdity of Malox whip.
women ur
A new organization has been formed K
oman :
campus to help address these and otta
issues. The "People for Responsible young Ha
debate. I am merely trying to critique the, Citizenry"
mgeveryt
is attempting to draw the cod
and
nature of Protolivepas
mmunity together for the dissemination of
fessor Clor's statement. Professor Clor fur'he Drimp
ideas and issues not only "out there," but also
ther states that Professor Short's "adver'he
recurr:
here in our own community. If Kenyon is
saries" are denigrators of the classical tradi"good college" and we do indeed have the sing out"
tion. I am questioning whose classical tradiBudPn
freedom to allow alternative perspectives to
tion he is referring to, certainly not that of
weigh themselves against our own anJ reans to
Aristotle or John Stuart Mill. It is this
thereby lead to more open and rational Sood
and fragmentation of the discidp
f,
discourse concerning all issues, this will no:
plines at Kenyon that I see as limiting my
only enrich our own lives but the lives of all M emphi
C
academic education and warranting public
Stevei
who will choose to undertake the "Kenyon
attention.
d therp
Experience."
self-legitimizi- n;

is

:

Hampering Debate

discuss the issue? The end result is an attempt
to discredit Professor McCarthy instead of
criticize his approach to the issue.
At times Professor Clor's rebuttal seems
unnecessarily condescending when he refers
to Professor McCarthy as Professor Short's
"adversaries" and not by his name. Professor
Clor also states that Professor Short raises
central questions that his "adversaries" have
not been able to grasp. This statement is a
glaring example of fragmentation. Could it
also be said that both Professors Short and
Clor have failed to grasp the central issues
raised by Professor McCarthy? I am not attempting to decide who is correct in this

one-side- d

closed-minde-

a

closed-mindedne-

Sincerely,
Scott Rosenberg
People for Responsible Citizenry

ss

tre nm

Respecfully,

Joseph A. DcMarie '88
People for Responsible Citizenry

berk
Uh

LP.
Gor
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Clampitt to Give Poetry
Reading on Sunday

February Blahs Zap Campus
By

Sunday, Feb. 7, the Poetry Circuit of
presents a poetry reading with Amy
Clampitt in the Peirce Lounge at 8:30 p.m.
Born and brought up in rural Iowa, Clam-njemerged toward being a successful poet
receiving her B.A. with honors in
after
English from Grinnell College. In 1978, she
to publish poetry when the New
began
orker printed her poem, "The Sun Underfoot Among the Sundews." Her first
collection The Kingfisher was published
b Knopf in 1983. Several years later, she had
:o additional works published. What the
light was Like (1985) and Archaic Figure
On

Ohio

tt

full-ieng-

ih

(I9S7).

addition to her works, Clampitt is the
recipient of many distinguished awards. In
she became a Guggenheim Fellow.
To years later, the American Academy and
Institute of Arts and Letters awarded her for
in literature. In 1984,
her accomplishments
;he Academy of American Poets recognized
Clampitt with a Fellowship Award for distIn

1952-8-

poetic achievement.

Clampitt acted as writer in residence at the
College of William and Mary in 1984-8- 5
and
as

a

visiting writer for Amherst College in

1986-8Recently, she was named a Phi Beta
Kappa poet.
Clampitt's poetry reading is free and open
to the community. There will be a reception
following the reading.
7.

ic plot this play deals with women, men, piz-

Kenyon College Drama Club will presplay of 1988 Pizza Man this
eekend in the Hill Theater. Directed by
senior Chris Blackburn, this play stars senior
Tina Klickstein, freshman Wendy Weintraub
ar.d junior Chad Taylor as the "Pizza Man."
Without giving away too much of the com
The

shelves. And nothing proves more that
your favorite faculty member, affectionately known as "The Mosquito-Womanis human than seeing said
person in the check-oline with only a
package of "Charmin". Ran out, huh?
"
My favorite
about Kenyon has to be "the ominous urinal
crisis". I live in Manning, a harmless
place but one without urinals, at least
my section of it. From what I've come
to understand these restrooms did have
urinals at one time but somehow
vanished. From talking to old alums,
professors of days gone past, and the
very first Director of Security and
Safety, Dick Dalton (now dead from a
chopping-car- t
accident at the Big Bear
in Scranton,
Pa.) three possible
scenarios have emerged. 1. Urinals at
Manning never had and never will exg
ist. 2.
but slightly glazed
seniors absconded with the precious
bathroom fixtures as a momento of
sorts. 3. Porcelain addicts attacked
Manning in the early 70's, ripping up
including Mrs.
everything in sight,
g
Dick Dalton's
statue of
Neptune choking a
"thought
a rarity."

It's just the first week of February,
the rise and fall of the temperature
keeps Middle Path in a constant fluctuation between a skating rink and a
mud put. Vulture-lik- e
professors no
longer give a flame about your semester break and your boyfriend or
girlfriend has turned bisexual over
night. This is going to be a long
twenty-nin- e
days.
The theme of this paper, however, is
not to stomp you deeper into the quagmire that is Gambier in February, but
to yank you out without so much of a
flake of dried mud on your $150 Italian
shoes. Let's face it, Kenyon College is
the "EL DORADO" of Central Ohio.
We have free, practically
movies in Rosse Hall. Oh,
sure, Naz students get in free too (see
activities charge) but hey, what better
chance at
between these
two institutions of higher education.
The food isn't that bad either.
You're right, you're right, sometimes
the baked potato is medium rare while
the "London Broil" is yellow and fluffy
but hey, where else can you get fruit
drinks with a virtual rainbow of flavors
(served randomly to keep us on our
toes). Oh, and about the rumor (which
is only 907o confirmed) about the meat
truck which reads "Grade D - Edible",
not to worry. In Addis Ababa they'd
be more than willing to eat cereal fillers
and hog jowls.
Kenyon is also the home of the most
living and kind professors this side of
the Mason-Dixo- n
line. Where else can
you fail a paper and have the professor
feel worse than you do? It's also interesting to see your Poli Sci professor
or faculty advisor in the Village
Market, lost amongst the labyrinthian
inter-relatio-

?izzaMan Delivers More Than Pizza
By David A. Schwartz

Mario Oliverio, II

",

ut

"pet-quirk-

top-of-the-li- ne

3,

inguished
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za and sex. Sounds like your kind of play?
Then don't miss it this Friday and Saturday.

ent its First

Tickets as usual, are free to Kenyon students
with ID in the Bolton Theater Box Office
from
p.m. Friday and Saturday. And of
course this play will appeal to all lovers of
pizza, with or without anchovies.
1-

-5

Fun-lovin-

ns

prize-winnin-

sea-hors-

e,

And finally, my prise of Kenyon
College would hardly be complete
without mentioning the bottomless list
of social events which come barging
onto the campus the minute the last
3:10 class had ended on Friday. Just
last week was the
tri-combinat-

square-dancemule-drivecud-chew-

ion

ing

was heavier than
exposition. Turn-oexpected with four people popping
up myself, "Sparky", the campus
and
mascot, and "Mosquito-Womanthe former Mrs. Dick Dalton, now
married to Scranton's Chief of Police,
Zap Carbuncle.
ut

",

FILMS
Harold
starring
Cat

and Maude. Directed by Hal Ashby.
Bud Cort and Ruth Gordon. Music
Stevens. 1971. 92 minutes. Rated PG.

from Hal Ashby's directing style. The wordless final sequence is powerful and suspense-fu- l,
and leaves the watcher with a feeling of
. . . well, seee the movie. It comes highly recomMichael
mended from a very good source.
J. Mullen

Harold and Maude is a love story in the
nest sense. It is not only about loving a per-3- n,
but also about learning to love life. Bud

The Point

plays Harold, a deadpan teenager with
a obsession with death and acting out suites. His
g
mother is
trying to introduce him to young
idies, but Harold spurns the company of
'omen until he meets Maude (Ruth Gordon), a
oman approaching eighty.
She teaches
Mng Harold how to love life by experienc-"everything the world has to offer, and not
'live passively. Living through experience is
primary message of this film, as heard in
w
recurring theme "If you want to sing out,
l out" as performed by Cat Stevens.
Bud Cort and Cat Stevens are the two best
Ssons to see this film, though any reason is
fld enough.
Bud Cort gives the perfect
:5dpan face, nearly devoid of any reaction
A
emphasizing the reactions he does give.
Stevens' music is wonderful as always,
"d
there are a few songs in this movie that
;re not released on any album until the
West Hits Volume II: Footsteps in the
LP. This is not meant to detract from
Jh Gordon's classic performance, nor

Directed by Fred Wolf.
Animated. Narrated by Dustin Hoffman.
Music by Harry Nilsson. 1970. 75 minutes.

--

ort

socially-upstandin-

con-"int-

ly

E

31

Gambier Organization for Cultural

Point.

of

the Fighting Lady. Starring Van
Walter Pidgeon.
1954. 80

Johnson and

minutes.
Set in the Sea of Japan, Men of the
Fighting Lady is the story of a
squadron on an aircraft carrier during the
Korean War. The film contains many actual
scenes of naval maneuvers and air battles. As
such, it is often gripping and exciting. Along
with sturdy portrayals of the men of the
force. Men of the Fighting Lady paints a
realistic, brave picture of Americans fighting
in the Korean War. This film is the second
film to be sponsored by the History department. Dan C. McGuire
jet-fight-

animated masterpiece
The Point
about a land where everything has a point:
all
the buildings, the pets, the people
finely pointed but for a little round-heade- d
kid named Oblio. Oblio gets along fine
despite his difference until he offends the
Evil Count, who has him banished to the
Pointless Forest. There Oblio and his dog Arrow (yes, Nilsson wrote "Me and My Arrow"
for this film) encounter a variety of supposedly pointless beings including the Rock
Man, a stone fellow with an odd resemblence
to Wolfman Jack. The conclusion carries a
message, but it
powerful
still maintains the wit and whimsy of the rest
of the film.
With Nilsson's excellent soundtrack and
Dustin Hoffmann's folksy narration, The
Point is a fun and fanciful approach to the
problems of racism and xenophobia. The
is an

...

anti-discriminati-

en-

Men of the Fighting
Lady
Men

The

Aware-

ness highly recommends this film for the
tire community.

er

new wave, punk and reggae music, filmed
late in 1980, captures the best performances
of nearly three dozen bands in London,
Paris, Los Angeles and New York. Deliberately avoiding the many audience shots that
slow down music films, director Burbridge
has created the ultimate concert film: no
theorizing, back stage interviews, giggling
groupies or interruptions.
Urgh! includes, among other groups, the
Police, the
Joan Jett, Devo, Gary
Numan, Gang of Four, Wall of Voodoo,
Steel Pulse, XTC, Echo and the Bunnymen,
999, the Dead Kennedys, Oingo Boingo and
O.M.D. -- Stephanie Klein
Go-Go'- s,

1

e
n
d
it

10th Annual
Pie in the Face

d

This charity event to benefit Mount
Vernon "Turn the Tide" will take place
this Friday at 8 p.m. in Lower Demp-seIt is sponsored by the Phi Kappa
.
Sigma fraternity and all tickets are
Don't miss your chance to hit
your favorite Kenyon personality or
Phi Kap in the face!

i
it
i

y.

Urgh! A Music War

fifty-cents-

on

Urgh! A Music War. Directed by Derek
1981. 124 minutes. Rated R. Featured
groups listed below.
Urgh! A Music War is the most complete
and comprehensive
survey of the "new
music" scene yet released. This assault of 80's
Bur-bridg-

e.

.

1

Harold and Maude

ii

y
s
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Div I, II Teams Narrowly Beat Swimming, Diving Squads
By Brian McFadden
The Lord and Lady swimmers had a busy
weekend, meeting the Pioneers of Oakland
University (ranked second in Division II) last
Friday at the Ernst Center and then traveling
to Dayton to meet the Division II Wright
State University
Raiders on Saturday. The
Lords lost to OU, 120-8and defeated WSU
1
in a
cliffhanger; the Ladies did the
exact opposite, squelching a late OU rally to
5
win
and losing to WSU, 133-7Against Oakland, the Ladies opened in
medley
d
championship form as the
relay team of Kami Mathews, Jeannine Gury,
Amy Heasley, and Erin Finneran set a pool
record of :5 .97; the team also qualified for
Division III nationals, Catherine Fletcher,
Kim McMahon, Rebecca Little, and Tawny
Stecker came in third with a time of 1:57.79.
freestyle was won by OU but
d
The
dominated by Kenyon; Melissa Nelson,
Stephanie Perrett, Jeni Kern, and Kyla
Carlson placed second through fifth. Heasley
freestyle in 1:59.45, with
d
won the
Teresa Zurick placing third with a time of
2:03.09. Finneran and Brenda Perkins took
freestyle
second and fourth in the
with times of 25.77 and 26.40 seconds.
d
individual medley
Mathews won the
(IM) and qualified for nationals with a time
of 2:15.14; Gury and McMahon came in
third and fourth respectively, with times of
2:18.93 and 2:21.48. Despite the best efforts
of Andrea Ries and Kristi McCauley, OU
took first, second, and third in the - and
diving; the Pioneers were coming
back. The Ladies responded with three
straight wins. Heasley's national qualifying
butd
time of 2: 10.76 took first in the
terfly, with Nelson and Little finishing third
and fourth (2:15.87, 2:18.29 respectively).
d
freestyle in 5.24
Zurick won the
seconds, with Annette Laursen adding a
e
58.46 for good measure. Finneran
and Mathews took first and second in the
d
backstoke with times of 2:12.79 and
for nationals;
2:14.90, both qualifying
Christine Jacob and Fletcher tacked on
fourth and fifth. Perret, Nelson, and Kern
placed second, third, and fifth in the
freestyle with times of 5:21.13,
5:25.50, and 5:32.45 respectively. The last
nails in the Pioneers' coffin came when Gury
and McMahon both qualified for nationals in
the
breaststroke, placing first and
third with times of 2:29 ad 2:33.38; Laura
e
finish in 2:44.39.
Richard added a
freestyle relay, but
OU won the
could not change the end result. Jacob,
Laursen, Zurick, and Perrett finished second
in 3:45.83, and Stecker, Perkins, Diana
and Gwen Fleetwood finished third in
3:55.24.
The Lords got out of the blocks slowly and
never quite recovered. The
medley
relay team of Eric Chambers, Scott Peters,
Tom Schinabeck, and David Greenlee placed
second with a qualifying time of 3:34.71; Jeff
Perkins, Tom Magowan, Aaron Glatzer, and
Scott Michael placed fourth with 3:43.38. In
d
the
freestyle, David Wenz Finished
third, losing a tough battle for second place
by .45 seconds. John Burnsed finished fourth
5,

104-10-

112-10-

8.

200-yar-

1

1

1000-yar-

200-yar-

50-ya-

rd

200-yar-

in 10:05.30, and Scott Sporte finished fifth in
10:10.10. Dennis Mulvihill got the Lords
back on track with his national qualifying
d
time and pool record 1:40.59 in the
MurPhil
and
Schmidt
Alan
freestyle, with
phy adding fourth and fifth. Jon Howell,
George Pond, and Greenlee Finished third,
freestyle
fourth, and fifth in a tight
that saw all scorers finish within .76 seconds
of each other. Nate Llerandi pulled out in
d
IM and staved off
front early in the
200-yar-

50-ya-

rd

200-yar-

a
burst from OU's Doug Cleveland to
win in 1:59.57. Magowan finished third with
a time of 2:01.98, and Chambers finished
won the
fifth with 2:03.56. Schinabeck
d
butterfly in 1:57.90, with Murphy
coming in fifth in 2:00.81. Mulvihill's 46.47
in the
d
freestyle qualified him for nationals; Howell added third place with his
47.41 time. Chambers and Schmidt placed sed
backstroke
cond and fourth in the
with times of 1:58.76 and 2:02.82 respectively; Chambers' time qualified for nationals.
Pond and Wenz finished second and third in
d
freestyle with times of 4:45.12
the
and 4:47.50. Llerandi and Peters took first
d
and second in the
breaststroke;
Llerandi's time of 2:11.46 qualified for nad
tionals. Going into the
freestyle
relay, the score was still relatively close. The
team of Mulvihill, Greenlee, Howell, and
Pond led for seven laps, but OU's Marc
Vandermey pulled ahead in the last lap to
deny the Lords first place. OU's team set a
last-la- p

200-yar-

100-yar-

200-yar-

500-yar-

200-yar-

400-yar-

400-yar-

1-

3-me-

ter

3-ev-

ent

100-yar-

100-yar-

100-yar-

freestyler, Mulvihill's backstroke time
qualified him for nationals. The Raiders
came back with a rally of their own; the next
two events netted only a third in the 500
freestyle for Nate Llerandi in 4:49.05 and a
d
breaststroke for Peters
third in the
in :02.57. At this point, the Lords had fallen
d
behind going into the last event, the
freestyle relay, by a score of
The team
of Schmidt, Schinabeck, Wenz, and Greenlee
placed first with a :26.
time, and the team
of Howell, Michael, Burnsed, and Pond
100-yar-

1

200-yar-

99-9-

1

1

1.

away and never looked back. The t
medley relay team of Mathews, Gury, Lir
and Zurick placed second with a ;y
time. Finneran and Jacob took second c
freestyle (11:14;
third in the 1000-yar- d
11:15.30). Heasley and Mathews took
d
IM (4:48, 4:51.4:
third in the
Heasley's time qualified for nation;
Heasley and Mathews also took second c
freestyle with time;
d
third in the
55.52 and 56.75 seconds respectively. Per:
freestyle with a time
d
won the
5:20.80. Nelson had a second in the ;
freestyle with her 1:59.69 time. Zurick pV
freestyle, as did Liu!;
third in the
200-v-

--

seer-an-

400-yar-

--

100-yar-

500-yar-

200-.-

50-ya- rd

butterfly and Gury in
breaststroke. Ries took third p
diving events. I
in both the - and
Ladies had one last hurrah in the
freestyle relay: the team of Heasley,
neran, Stecker, and Zurick won and qua.':'
for nationals with a 1:42.45 time, and:
team of Little, Laursen, Jacob and
third with their 1:48.03 time. H:
ever, it was too nttie, too late; tne
went on to win, 133-7-

the

100-yar-

100-yar-

d

d

1-

3-me-

ter

200-;- ;

F

Pe-pla-

ced

8.

1

placed second with a 1:26.52 time. This late
surge just edged the Raiders,
104-10-

1.

The Ladies kept the score close at the
beginning of the meet, but the Raiders pulled

The Lords and Ladies travel to the Uni r
sity of Kentucky this Friday, February 5. (
Saturday the 6th, the Ladies will take on
Scots of Wooster at the Ernst Center at 11.)
a.m., followed by the Lords against the U;
versity of Pittsburgh Panthers at 1:30 pn
::

Speedsters Open Season at

1-

3-me-

freestyle with his 21.48 time; Schmidt placed
IM,
d
third in 22.27 seconds. In the
second
and
placed
Magowan
Perkins and
third with their 4:19.80 and 4:24.44 times.
Again, the Lords had to sacrifice the - and
diving events, but they more than
made up for the lost diving points with a
explosion. Schinabeck and Wenz
d
butterfly
took first and third in the
with times of 52.26and 54.33 seconds; Greend
lee, Pond, and Schmidt swept the
freestyle with times of 47.43, 47.49, and
48.26 seconds; and Mulvihill and Chambers
d
backstroke
took first and third in the
in 53.67 and 55.30 seconds respectively.
Despite the fact that he is primarily a

Horn

ter

200-yar-

100-yar-

fifth-plac-

200-yar-

500-yar- d

200-yar- d

fifth-plac-

400-yar- d

OI-ing-

400-yar- d

1000-yar-

er,

The Lords Indoor Track and Field team
hosted Glenville State College and Marietta
College last weekend and placed third with 42
points. Glenville State took the top spot with
a tally of 72.5 points, defeating Marietta who
scored 46.5 points.
Performing well for the Lords were senior
Ray Grill who won the shot put with a toss of
40' 12" which qualifies him for the North
Coast Athletic Conference finals. Junior
Alex Hetherington sped to second place in
the mile run in a time of 4:48.0 placed third
in the 3 mile crossing the line in a time of

clearing the 10' bar.
The Ladies Indoor Track and Field :;:
lost to Marietta this weekend in a dual:;
at Kenyon. Marietta finished at 56 pc;
just one point ahead of the host team.

16:47.7.
Freshman Chip Salmon took second in the
Long jump with a leap of 20'2" and a second
in triple jump with 37' 5':" to his credit. He
also finished fourth in the 300 yard dash in a
time of 36.4 seconds. Freshmen Dan Williamson and Tom Longo captured first and second places respectfully in the pole vault,

2:50.5.

1

Nate Llerandi ivsis
pool

uicr his

lust

etvu.

with their 3:05.27 time; the
second-plac- e
Lords still managed to qualify
for nationals with their 3:06.27. Schmidt,
Burnsed, Michael, and Schinabeck came in
third with a time of 3: 3.55. The Lords were
only down
at the end of the swimming
events; they were hurt by the fact that they
did not field any divers, in effect spotting the
Pioneers 22 points.
record

1

98-8- 5

Both teams had a change of luck in the
next day at Wright State. The Lords'
d
medley relay team of Mulvihill,
Peters, Schinabeck, and Howell finished seWSU team by .06
cond to a record-settin- g
seconds (1:36.86, 1:36.92). Chambers, Magowan, Greenlee, and Michael finished third
in 1:40.30. This was the harbinger of a meet
until the last
which would stay
event. Sporte and Murphy finished second
freestyle (10:10.25
and third in the
and 10:12.41 respectively), as did Pond and
d
freestyle (1:46.14
Burnsed in the
and 1:46.75 respectively). Mulvihill won and
for nationals in the
qualified

200-yar-

neck-and-ne-

1000-yar-

ck

d

200-yar-

50-ya- rd

Three Gasolines: Super Cetron, Ceiron, Oclron
Nilrex MPG. Motor Oil
Atlas Tires
f lias naileries
.
, .

Campus Sohio

o

Servicing Domestic and Foreign Vehicles
101 Brooklyn St., Gambier
0

5
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427-331-

High jumper clears the b;n

Outstanding performances by the L;:
included Karen Adams earning two firv
dash, 68.8, an;
d
Kenyon, in the
long jump, 13' 0V". Tracey Fatzingercr-t- o
440-yar-

a

first-plac-

e

finish in the

the
ville took top honors
the runnerup spot
in

600-yar- d

12:-:-sec-

2-mi-

ond

le,

run, 1:50.1. Sue
in the mile, 6:1S.
in

the

880-yar- d

include
hurdles, 9.8 se.v

Other winners for Kenyon
in the

60-ya- rd

V.

D-Davis

--

2S'

and Anne Powell in the shot put,
Both teams will be competing in the
at Ohio Wesleyan University
weekend.
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Sharp Shooting Spoils Spartan Success Story
By David Horner
Kenyon Ladies went
on the week,
to cross town rival Mount Vernon
on Thursday, and
Vuarenc College
paring Case Western Reserve by a similar
on Saturday. Against
of
ire
Vuarene, the Ladies could not stop star
yard Mia Dallas, who scored a season high
if 10 points; but, upon returning home, the
Ladies redeemed themselves with intense first
jf play against the Spartans of Case
Western Reserve, posting their sixth North
Atlantic
Vast
Conference victory this
eason. The Ladies ended the weekend
ner all; 1 NCAC.
Mia Dallas, the 5'8" senior
At MVNC,
::ard and team leader of the Cougars (13-1greeted the Nazarene offense and dictated
he defensive tempo which
kept the Ladies
balance for most of the night. After the
.me, there was no doubt on the Nazarene
acb that Dallas had handed her team its
;:h straight victory:
"Mia played an outstanding game and is
i'ting to lead the team by example again in
I rms of quality of play and intensity
of
is something I'm not sure we've
;J yet," said Nazarene coach Paul Swan- The

1-

-1

--

Of,

ng

o-i-

56-3- 4

56-3- 7

8--

Special-

The Collegian is currently seeking two
Sports Editors for spring semester. No
previous newspaper
experience required. Anyone interested should come
to the office or call 53065307 between
8
p.m., Monday or Tuesday.
Collegian Sports Reporters needed
for spring sports. Anyone interested
should come to the office or call
between
p.m., Monday
or Tuesday.

1

6--

30

9

6--

--

1

C-7.1

5306-530-

i

6-- 8

7

),

:T

jy-w-

hich

"Individually, Mia had a good game. She
.i us in scoring and hit som big buckets for
She had
assists and five steals, and
ayed great defense against a great player,
Tibbe."
Nazarene led from the start, jumping out
front of Kenyon 18-The Ladies played
:ht defense,
but could not match their
::ensive play in the offensive end of the
::rt. Not until the 13:55 mark did Kenyon
ire a Held goal.
kenyon rallied to cut the score to
.: Dallas' "Big
Buckets," four straight
-pers, quieted Kenyon's comeback. At the
i' Nazarene led
and maintained its
.:;amial lead until the game's finish.
By the end of the game there was a clear
rarity between the Ladies' offensive and
ensive play. The Cougars scored 10 points
1

.

--

z r
f

6.

20-1-

2,

28-1- 5

Heather Spencer ihoois

a

jump shot,

below their game average and Coach Swan-so- n
credited Kenyon for this statistic: "Kenyon did a good job defensively, and made us
work extremely hard". Also the Ladies pulled
down 37 rebounds, but they connected only
21.6'o from the field. As Kenyon coach
Gretehen Weitbrecht pointed out, "holding
Nazarene) to 28 points each half is a good
defensive effort, but you have to have something offensively to counter that."
Two days later the Ladies redeemed themselves against the Spartans of Case Western
in Tomsich Arena. Although
Reserve
the Spartans outscored the Ladies in the se
(0-1-

7)

Club Sports- -

Any club team wishing publicity in the
Collegian should submit a report of recent accomplishments to the Collegian
SAC box before 4 p.m. Monday, Feb.
15. Reports should be typed and no
more than 200 words. The first Club
Special Section is planned for the Feb.
18 issue.
The section will appear
other week during the spring.

1

I!

Men

V

cond half
Kenyon won the game by its
excellent efforts in the first half.
25-2-

1,

Using a full court press, the Ladies forced
numerous turnovers on which they built a
14-lead in the first seven minutes of the
game. Through the entire game the Spartans
trailed the Ladies by a minimum of 13 points.
Kenyon's crisp passing and sharp shooting
zone repeatedly. Susan
beat the Spartans'
Lind and Heather Spencer both had eight
points, while Laurie Ewers added six points
to help Kenyon finish the half ahead

--

Honors-

0

3--

2

35-1-

see

Women's

2.

page eight

The Lords basketball team recently
ranked 6th in the country (Div. Ill) in
pt. FG made per game. The numbers
reflect games through January 9 (11
games 72 FGM 6.5 pg.). For games
through CWRU (19 games) the Lords
total 108 FGM for 6.0 per game
-- NCAA News of 12088
3

Clamp Down on Case, Get Zapped by the Zips

Lords sandwiched a loss to Division I
ii:ron University between two victories to
Ji them at .500 for the season.
On January
5, Kenyon
faced the Purple Raiders of Mt.
nion College and came away with a
9
tory. The Lords then travelled to Akron,
hio the following Thursday, departing later
the low end of a
game. Last Satur-th- e
squad went to Cleveland to take on a
13
Spartan team from Case Western
;;erve University, coming home
after
:ir
victory.
Senior guard Kevin Anderson was the
y against Mt. Union. He came off the
:h to connect on 7 of
shots and all four
s throws to end the game with 20 points.
The

--

67-5-

75-5- 3

9-- 9

60-5- 0

1

1

He also pulled down five rebounds in the
winning effort. Center Paul Baier led the
team in rebounds with seven and added 12
points.
The phrase "Kenyon's competitive effort"
is one which occurs all too often when discussing defeated sports team. Last Thursday's
men's basketball game against the Zips of
Akron U. counts as an exception to that rule.
The Lords fell to a 12-- 5 Division I opponent
by only 18 points.
RESPECT is something Kenyon earned
that night. Nelson Morris finished the evening 3 of 7 from 3 pi. range and neted 13 total
points, two above his average. Dave Mitchell

Lords and Ladies of the Week
Swimming
Sate Llerandi scored an upse! in the 200 IM selling a personal besl.
Teresa Zurick won a key victory

for the

Ladies in

the 100 freestyle against Oakland.

Women's Basketball
Heather Spencer has played consistently well all season. She gave a strong performance
at the C" RU meeting, shooting a team high 13 points.

made 2 of 3 from 3 pt. range as he and Baier
hit 10 points a piece. A collective effort by all
player kept the Zips on their toes throughout
he game. A dry spell in the Kenyon shooting
and intense play by Akron left the host team
up
at halftime.
Morris opened the half with 3 pt. shot
which brought the team back to life, but it
was all for naught, as the Lords were zapped
when the clock stopped.
by the Zips,
In Cleveland, the Lords were more successful. Even though the team was only hitting 39 percent from the field the cohesive
defense attack kept the visitors on top for
most of the night, including the
final seconds, ending the game up by ten.
41-2- 0

75-5-

3,

all-import-

ant

CWRU seemed to have their act together
in this game. Kenyon could not coast through
Jan.
like they had earlier in the month (97-49). Players like Sten Johnson, with nine rebounds, and Mark Henry, who netted six
coming off the bench, gave the Lords defense
power, while Baier, Johnson, and Anderson
hit for 17, 12, and 11 points, respectfully.
The combination of Anderson, Morris and
Tim Keller contained Spartan star Tony
Jones, allowing him 13 points for the game,
five below average.
Results of Tuesday's game against Denison
will appear in the next issue. Tonight the
Lords attack local rival, Mount Vernon
overall, 4 Mid Ohio
Nazarene College (1
Conf.) at 7:30 in Ernst Center.
8,

1-

-9
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TrackField-Me- n

Glenville St. 72.5
Marietta 46.5
Kenyon 42
TrackField-Wome-

n

Marietta

56

Kenyon 55
Basketball-vs. MVNC
vs. CWRU
W

34-5-

6

56-3-

7

Basketball-vs. Mt. Union
vs. Akron 53-7- 5
M

vs. CWRU

60-5-

SwimDiving--

vs.

78-13-

i
e
n

M

d
20

it

d

W
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Oakland

vs. WSU

9

0

vs. Oakland 85-1vs. WSU 104-10- 1

SwimDiving--

67-5-

112-10-
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Give a hoot.

Dont pollute.
Forest Service, U.S.D. A.

ii
I

V
'S
;i

e

or
curious about the plans, read the minutes
give me a call.
Dr. Schermer will attend a future meeting
to discuss the College Health Service. This
was the result of continued student concern
over the waiting time for the Doctor. We are
hoping to put together, with the help of Dr.
Schermer, a pamphlet to assist students with
treating their own minor illnesses. Remember
that House Managers have minor medications
for your colds, congestion, headaches,
fevers, etc. Go to them to get these simple
remedies instead of the Health Service. If you

have input on what can be done about Health
Service related problems contact me or a
member of the Student Medical Advisory
Board (e.g. Chris Martens 5510). We also remind everyone about the escort service that is
being organized by IFC and others. They
need help, so give Dave Paradise or someone
else on IFC a call if you are interested.
Finally, I feel I must get the ball rolling
concerning several proposals I recently made

to the Student Council Housing Committee.
One is fairly controversial and will require extensive student input -- both for and against
the proposal. I have been on Housing Com-

listened to
mittee for three years and have
which I
One
students.
many complaints from
have been hearing more and more, as of late,
is the dissatisfaction with housing distribution in the South End Dorms. Presently 290
fraternity members and 59 independents live
in the three historic dorms (Old Kenyon,
Hanna, and Leonard). This is hardly an
equal distribution considering that independents make up 757o of the entire campus population. Because these dorms will be
completely renovated this summer, independent men and women have consistently voiced a wish to have an opportunity to live in
these historic dorms. The rooms are considered by many to be some of the best on
campus.
Presently there is a fraternity penalty point
system in use which is very cumbersome and
confusing. This system was established to attempt to adjust for any unfairness in the
distribution of housing for fraternities and
independents. It's success in doing so remains
a question mark. The possible removal of this
penalty in coordination with redistribution of
South End rooms is worth discussion.
Kenyon prides itself in providing equal opportunity for all students; however, tradition

Housing
continued from page two
But one must also address the reason that
this proposal was brought up in the first
place, some independents have voiced concerns recently that they would like to live in
the historic dorms and feel that the living
groups have a monopoly. Well, yes, this is so,
for the past 20 or so years these groups have
had, I believe, about 80 of the living space
in the dorms. Also for the past at least decade
we have had the worst bathrooms on campus
(there is almost no ventilation), the draftiest
rooms and the most inefficient heating. We
have had no carpeting, the plaster is in terrible shape and the buildings themselves are
falling down around us. Meanwhile the
school has built new apartments, a whole
new dorm just for upperclassmen that has
carpeting and air conditioning, as well as letting several floors of similar freshman dorms
be used for upperclassmen. There are also
two newer dorms (but perhaps not as nice as
the others), right behind Old Kenyon that are
no further away from the main hub of campus than the historic ones. The school has
also built a new library, a new gymnasium
and a new theatre. Now my point isn't that
the school won't do anything about the shabby conditions of the historic dorms. They are
completely redoing them, which brings me to

Should a tradition have priority over equal
opportunity for 757o of the campus population? Has the penalty point system been a
logical solution to the inequity in South End
housing distribution? Do a majority of the

my point. It seems that now that we are finally being updated into the 80's and to the rest
of the campus, everyone suddenly wants to
move in. Now that's reasonable, itll be a nice
place to live, but is this fair? We get stuck
with crummy housing while they build the
rest of the campus and then when they get to
livine erouDS thev kick (some of) us out?
This seems hardly fair at all. We who have
decided to join a living group, and who have
put a lot of time and effort into those groups
resent this unfair treatment. Those of you
who run around and complain about how unfair and limited us in the living groups are
should stop and look at how unfair and biased
you are being towards us. We want to work
to make ourselves better, to make Kenyon

better, and to make the community better,
but it is hard to do this when everyone is trying to tear you down. This proposal, if passed, would tear apart all of the living groups.
And I think most would agree that these
groups give a lot to the community and

independent men and women on campus want
the opportunity to live in these South End
Dorms? Do fraternity men and women believe
the penalty system is worthwhile? These
questions need to be answered and are being
discussed by the Housing Committee. My
proposal should be in final form today and
will be presented to the Housing Committee

tomorrow.
I have put many hours into this complex
problem to produce a written proposal which
can be discussed with open minds. Those independents who believe they should have a
chance to live in the newly renovated, historic
dorms should state their opinions and
thoughts, openly and publicly. Fraternity
members should provide input from their
own experiences with the point system and
fraternity living.
Remember That Housing Committee is a
STUDENT committee representing the needs
and concerns of students. These issues are of
concern to students. No one is trying to sneak
continued from page seven
The Spartans return to the court after
half time to play better basketball. As the
Ladies lifted the press and played a 3 zone,
Case's senior forward Allison Bethea and
Case's senior center, Elaine Cotronakis, who
scored 8 of Case's 12 points in the first half,
combined for 25 second half points, 14 by
Bethea. With 8:06 left to play, the teams
traded baskets until the game ended.
Overall, Contronakis and Bethea combin2--

ed for 35 of the Spartans' 37 points. Contronakis, who had a game high of 19 points,
also pulled down her 500th college career re-

bound.
Spender topped Kenyon's scoring with 13
points, while Lind followed up with 12 points
rebounds. Ewers and Stacy Seesholtz
and
tallied nine points each.
On Saturday, the Ladies will host Ohio
1

Wesleyan University. The Lady Bishops are
the only team to hand Kenyon a conference
loss so far this season.

she hopes allowing refreshments into the
facility will make it a more comfortable and
attractive place for people to gather at the
north end of campus.
Bausinger has also discussed with Assistant
Dean of Students, Cheryl Steele the possibility of allowing Kenyon College student
organizations to use the game room area for
fundraising activities. This could perhaps
take the form of refreshment sales during appropriate hours. Says Bausinger, "This would
help both the organizations and the students
spending time in the Gund Game Room.

e

1

off-campu-

s,

Village Market

I

I

D

S;.

dent Council representative.

Respectfully submitted,
Daniel G. Rudmann

Student Council President

continued from page three
He
issues and conservative on others.
appoir.:
of
on to say that, in the business
one "shoots an arrow into the distant fur:

:

Abraham regarded
P::
filling the court with people that the
to be.
issues,
his
support
will
dent hopes
unpredictable practice at best. Roosevelt',
nevertheless.'
famous for
Roosevelt':;
However,
battered.
bills were
pointment of Black, a "New Deal" suppc
paid off. Once on the bench, the jurist u
.;
from executive influence.
tricky business, concludes Abraham, te;.
forecasting future decisions, let alone fit.
issues, is all but impossible.
Abraham's eloquent and interesting?
trayal of the Supreme Court was both r
taining and educational. His ability to (
Alexander Hamilton and Charlie Bro'
the same breath made him a speaker
should not have been missed.
court-packin-

court-packin-

tha:

g,

g;

Court-packtn-

OB
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Overseas positions are available for all academic degrees
including Liberal Arts.

interviews taking place February 18,
To obtain more information or an application, call
On-Camp- us

1988.

toll-fre- e

427-280-

1

1-800-52-

students from the class of
1988 presently live off campus.
"Personally, it's been great," says Linda
Rice, who lives in Gambier. "At first, think
dormitory life is good because you get to
though,
meet people. Living
gives me a feeling of living my own life that a
dorm can steal from you."
Twenty-thre-

1

constructed a well.
surveyed a national park.
taught school.
coached track.
learned French.

I

I

Campus Housing
non.

If you would like to see the proposal a
me (5612) or drop by Kenyon House (D
Reading's prior house). Response to myp:
posal will be strong. It is everyone's resjv
sibility, whether a Freshman or a Senior,
read the proposal and to respond intelligr
ly. Thanks for listening, and if you have
(e.g. Health Services) or project ifc
(e.g. the ride board), contact me or your

started a nursery.

I

Sincerely,
David Richards,
Secretary, Phi of Delta Phi

I

continued from page one

:

would be sorely missed if they were

Game Room
continued from page one
According to Bausinger, the idea of allowing food and drinks in the Gund Game Room
was discussed between Bausinger and the
College's deans during the past winter recess.
The idea had been mentioned by students for
a long time, and reactions from students concerning the decision have been positive
Bausinger hopes that the change in policy
will bring more students into the Gund Game
Room. Currently, 150 to 200 students use the
facility on a daily basis. Bausinger says the
area is really a de facto student union, and

open-minde-

Abraham

Women's Basketball

1

something past any group of people (e.j
fraternities) on campus. I hope we all suppc
the goal to make everyone's four years here;
rewarding and satisfying as possible. It is ir
portant that we look back every so often;
policy or tradition to insure its consister.;
with the College and its students. This is i.
d
I
that I am proposing an
cussion. My job is to represent the stud;;
body and that has been and continues to
my goal.

pes

Continued from page two
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1-8686

Open 8 a.m. to 6 p.m.
Monday - Saturday

